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SUMMARY
September saw a break in the rally in global
equity markets. Several factors contributed to
this, including signs that the global recovery,
while proceeding, is nevertheless slowing
down. Growing concerns about prospects for
fiscal stimulus in the US added to the volatility,
as did reports that Japanese firm Softbank had
purchased billions of dollars of equity options,
driving tech stocks up on speculative positions.
Markets are increasingly worried about the US
political scene with the election only a month
away, the first debate between Trump and
Biden degenerating into a farce, and the
sudden vacancy on the Supreme Court all
adding to uncertainty.
The RBA flagged the possibility of the cash
rate being cut from 0.25% to 0.10% and further
quantitative easing. Soon afterwards, the
Government announced the relaxation of
lending rules to make it easier for consumers
and businesses to obtain credit. The news of a
possible rate cut, along with a softer iron ore
price, helped push the A$/US$ down. Gold and
oil also fell in September. Bond markets were
the best performing asset class in the month.

MARKETS ARE INCREASINGLY
WORRIED ABOUT THE US
POLITICAL SCENE WITH THE
ELECTION ONLY A MONTH
AWAY.
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september was a 'risk off' month
over concerns over the us economy
and election
Selected market returns September 2020

Sources: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg. Equity returns are total return.
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september 2020 key developments

may key developments

Australia made good progress through September in reducing the spread of COVID-19. The
number of new infections per week is now as low as it was in late June. However, the story is
very different in many other countries. In the US, infections fell early in the month but then
started rising again back to where they were at the end of August. The US still has plenty
work to do to get the level of infections down to more manageable levels before the onset of
the Northern winter.
In Western Europe, the second wave has been widespread with a number of countries
reporting much higher rates of infection than in the first wave. This includes Spain, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium and the UK. Italy, Germany and Sweden are exceptions. Russia and
Eastern Europe are also seeing significant second waves.

Against this backdrop, there were signs that the
global recovery, while proceeding, is nevertheless
slowing down. Here in Australia, the National
Accounts data showed real GDP fell 7% in the
second quarter as the COVID-19 recession hit.
Although this was not as bad as economists had
expected, leading them to revise up their growth
forecasts for this year, they also lowered their
forecasts for next year. Deloittes estimated that
COVID-19 may cut $200 billion in economic
growth over the next two years. Although latest
figures show some improvement in business
confidence, both business conditions and
employment intentions worsened.
A slower outlook for growth focussed the markets’
attention on potential further stimulus measures
from the authorities. Given how far interest rates
have been cut around the world, the emphasis is
now on fiscal policy to provide more support.
The Australian Government has flagged the
October 6 Federal Budget will include more
spending as well as tax relief. RBA Deputy
Governor, Guy de Belle, raised the possibility of
the cash rate being cut from 0.25% to 0.10% and
increased purchases of bonds.
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Soon afterwards the Government announced an
easing of lending rules to make it easier for
consumers and businesses to obtain credit. The
local equity market rose on these reports, while
the A$/US$ fell. A weaker iron ore price also
contributed to the softer A$/US$ which fell 2.6%
in the month.
In the US, the news on the policy front was not
what the markets were hoping for. The Fed’s
statement after the FOMC meeting said nothing
new about interest rates, while Washington was
just a source of worry for the markets. The
forthcoming election has been getting in the way
of Congress and the White House agreeing a
new fiscal support package. This was
compounded by the sudden vacancy on the
Supreme Court bench that Trump wants to fill
before the election. Markets worry this will delay
the stimulus package until after the election.
The fractious state of US politics is also proving
a concern for markets the closer we get to
Election Day on 3 November.
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The unedifying debate between Trump and
Biden towards the end of September added to
these concerns, especially the idea that Trump
may refuse to concede the election if he loses.
That would be a very bad result for equity
markets. At this stage, Biden still commands a
lead over Trump in the polls, but anything is
possible yet. The news that Trump has COVID19 adds to the uncertainty for markets.
Given how stretched equity market valuations
were already looking, it was not surprising that
September saw some retracement in these
markets. For example, the NASDAQ, which
reached a new high on 2 September, fell 12%
before recovering some ground towards the end
of the month. Reports that Japanese firm
Softbank had purchased billions of dollars of
equity options, driving up the price of tech
stocks, caused the market to re-assess the
underpinning of the rally. Large speculative
options positions are not generally regarded as
strong foundations for a rally that take markets to
record highs. Another factor sparking the
retracement in tech stocks was Tesla’s failure to
be included in the S&P500 index which caused
the stock to drop sharply. Also, concerns that
developing a vaccine may take longer than
previously expected did not help equity markets.
Oil fell heavily in September as the market
downgraded expectations for the demand for oil
in the face of slower global growth. Gold also
had a softer month, falling 3.4%. Some of this
reflected the fact that gold had simply run too far
ahead of key underlying indicators, notably the
US TIPS yield, and that the US$ recovered
some ground as equities declined. As gold fell
some key chart levels were breached, which
triggered further selling.
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major market indicators

*For cash rates and bonds the changes are % differences. For the rest of the table, % changes are used.
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by Arrive Wealth Management (SEQ) Pty Ltd, a
Corporate Authorised Representative and Credit Representative of Hillross
Financial Services Limited ("Hillross") ABN 77 003 223 055, AFSL 232705.
This document contains information that is general in nature. It does not take
into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person.
You need to consider your financial situation and needs before making any
decisions based on this information.
This report is confidential and is for the intended recipient only. It is not to be
distributed or reproduced without the prior consent of Arrive Wealth
Management (SEQ) Pty Ltd.
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